Abstract-a general methodology for equivalent numerical relational degree evaluation is developed and illustrated with a case study of groundwater status assessment for Sang Shuping coal mine. The results of the assessment are in concordance with other evaluation methods. Compared with the other evaluation method, this model is perfect, the evaluating result is more reasonable and its resolving power is higher. Thus, a simple and effective method is provided for groundwater quality evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Groundwater is a valuable resource for water supply, even though it is vulnerable to anthropogenic contamination [1] . Groundwater sources in China have suffered pollution to different extents as the development of industrial and agricultural operations in recent years. The quality of water sources is directly related to various problems like economic development and city construction, peoples' living standards and environmental protection. Hence, evaluation of groundwater quality is a necessary and immediate task for present and future groundwater quality management [2] .
There are many methods on groundwater quality assessment at present, such as integrated index assessment, grey relational evaluation method, fuzzy mathematics method, attribute recognition model and the matter-element analysis method etc. These evaluation methods had their advantages, but also frequently encountered some problems in its application. Fuzzy mathematics can model the state of water quality very well, but much information can easily be missed. The information utilization and accuracy of grey theory have improved, but the evaluated results are of low resolution and sometimes do not coincide with actual data [3] . The merit of Deng's grey relational degree is its simplicity in computation. However, there are some disadvantages in this formula. The formula is largely affected by the minimal absolute difference or the maximal absolute difference, or the distinguishing rate between the sequences being compared. The grey relational degree of a sequence depends on the characteristics of other sequences being compared, too and therefore it could change substantially when the number of sequences to be compared changes [4] . The relational degree could thus be very fluctuating due to slight changes in the compared sequences. Evaluation results of the attribute recognition model and the matter-element analysis method were affected by random errors of sample, these two methods have some limitations. Therefore, it is important that the existing groundwater quality evaluation methods are complemented and further researched.
In this paper, we attempt to develop a new approach to groundwater quality assessment for the framework based on equivalent numerical relational degree (ENRD). The proposed equivalent numerical relational degree model displays its advantage of simplicity and effectiveness in our case study.
II. METHODOLOGY
Equivalent numerical relational degree (ENRD) is considered to be an analysis of the geometric proximity between different discrete sequences, a reference sequence and at least one comparison sequence within a system. The proximity is described by the equivalent numerical relational degree, which is regarded as a measure of the similarities of discrete data that can be arranged in a sequential order. A first notion of this idea and examples of its application may be found in Li et al [5] ; the basic idea is as follows.
A. Determination of Equivalent Numerical Coefficients
To determine the relational degree between the reference and comparison sequences, Li et al constructed a discrete function of the equivalent numerical relational coefficient. Suppose X =(X1, X2, …, Xn) and Y= (Y1, Y2, …, Yn)
We propose an algorithm for the equivalent numerical relational degree (ENRD) as follows.
Suppose X is the reference sequence and Y the comparison sequence. Equivalent numerical relational coefficients are computed as follows:
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B. Compute Equivalent Numerical Relational Degree
When equivalent numerical relational degree (ENRD) evaluation models were used in the field of groundwater quality evaluation, the comprehensive equivalent numerical relational degree of groundwater quality could be obtained by using super-standard multiple weight method. Denote observed values of water quality index
, where n is the number of water quality evaluation index, m is the number of evaluation quality criteria. The sample values of the evaluation index constitute the comparison sequence, and the evaluation standards of evaluation index constitute the reference sequence. The equivalent numerical relational degree of every evaluation index can be computed by Eq.
(
Given the weight vector of evaluation index is denoted by ] , , , [
C. Determination of Every Evaluation Index Weight
Weight plays a key role in the comprehensive evaluation mathematical model, it reflects the position and role of each index in the procedure of comprehensive decision making, and directly influences the result of the comprehensive evaluation. For the same measured data, the low content and high standard allowable concentration largely affect the pollution comparatively. The weight considers two parts equally, one of which is the super-standard extent, and the other is the difference among water quality levels. In the former part, the super-standard of every index at each evaluating object is calculated; the larger the amount of pollution, the greater the weight; in the latter part, differences among levels of water quality standard are taken into consideration. The worse the level, the greater the weight [6] .
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D. Calculating of the Grade of Groundwater Quality Status
Usually, the maximum relational degree is used for groundwater quality evaluation. To avoid causing inaccurate assessment, the eigenvalue  j is adopted to groundwater quality evaluation. For example, 7 . 3   j means that the evaluated water quality is at a coarse grade of Ⅲ but biased towards grade Ⅳ. More exactly, the water quality is evaluated at a grade of 3.7. The grades of evaluation could be defined as follows [7] : 
III. CASE STUDY
Based on characteristics of groundwater environmental quality, total hardness, dissolved solids, Cland SO 4 2-were chosen as evaluation factors. According to the characters of the groundwater environment and consulted the most widely used standards, new standards were built up that contain four grades as can be seen in Table Ⅰ . At the same time Table Ⅱ shows the sample indexes values about ten monitoring points in Sang Shuping coal mine [5] . To examine the feasibility and effectiveness of the model, the suggested method has been applied to groundwater quality assessment. Take the monitoring point 1 as an example, we put the data of Table Ⅰ and Ⅱ into the Eq. (3) and (4), and the weight of the monitoring point 1 isW = {0.5111, 0.2789, 0.0774, 0.1326}. In a similar way, the weight values for each index of other monitoring points can be obtained.
The observation values of the monitoring point may be represented by the discrete sequences: X1= (170.15, 252.00, 14.72, 25.24). According to the standard, the water quality criteria is defined as follows: Y1(gradeⅠ)=(150, 300, 50, 50); Y2(gradeⅡ)=(300, 500, 150, 150); Y3(grade Ⅲ)=(450, 1000, 250, 250); Y4(grade Ⅳ)=(500, 2000, 350, 350). The equivalent numerical relational degree of the evaluation index can be obtained through Eq. (1) and (2) . The evaluation grade of every monitoring point may be computed using Eq. (5). The evaluation results were shown in Table Ⅲ . It was found from Table Ⅲ that the results from the proposed model did agree well with the actual situation of samples and from the fuzzy mathematics method and grey clustering method except for the monitoring point 3, 9 and 10. However, for the monitoring point 3, it is found that the number of evaluation in indexes are 4, in which the number of indexes are total hardness, dissolved solids, Cl -and SO 4 2-respectively whose value are coincident with the degree of gradeⅡ, grade Ⅲ, grade Ⅰand grade Ⅱ according to the classification standard. It is obvious that the grade Ⅱ for the monitoring point 3 much more really reflected the characteristics of water quality. Because in the new method both the difference among water quality level and the proportion of the pollutant over standard are taken into the consideration, the results turn out to be closer to the fact. Compared with the grey clustering method and fuzzy evaluation model, the new method is more comprehensive. On the other hand, grey clustering method and fuzzy evaluation model may emphasize some specific pollutant, so that the final synthetic results may be affected by abnormal values and lose the creditability.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Equivalent numerical relational degree evaluation with the super-standard of every index method for weight determination was used to assess the integrated groundwater quality and the result of this method was compared with the typical fuzzy synthetic evaluation, the conclusions are summarized as follows:
(1) Equivalent numerical relational degree (ENRD), as a new uncertainty analyzing method, can combine the dialectical understanding of the problem and the quantitive description of the system together. The results show that the method is effective in groundwater quality evaluation.
(2) The improved super-standard multiple weight method calculates the weight coefficient by the standard value of quality level of monitor, the results can reflect the degree of contribution to subordinate grade of the monitor data of water environment factors accurately. It is closer to the actual result of the weight than the traditional method.
(3) The proposed method is simple in concept and convenient to calculate and feasible for application. The level variable character computed is seen to give a finer grading of the water quality, thus, our numerical results broadly agree to those of other methods.
(4) The results of assessment are satisfactory. The case studies of water status assessment have shown that the ENRD method is effective and reliable, and is provided a science basis for policy decision of groundwater environment management.
